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About This Content

Hyper aggressive game design brought many enthusiastic fans to this side scrolling shooting game. WELCOME TO SPECIAL
ROUND!

The Tiger Schwert guests from Cave's ketsui, bringing with it the close-quarter combat and chip gathering gameplay of the
original game.

Choose between normal and lock shots and brave the world of DariusBurst DS in ketsui's first appearance on Steam!
Remix tracks courtesy of Yosuke Yasui (Mamorukun Curse!, ESCHATOS, etc)

This DLC will add 1 ship, playable in DLC Mode.
It also gives you access to 3 special stages designed specially for this ship. (Only scores using this ship will be registered in the

special stages.)
It also give you access to the CAVE pack: 10 newly arranged stages including 3 boss fights, as well as CS PACK 3: 10 stages

from CS mode.
Buying any DLC also lets you use all the DARIUSBURST ships from the base game in the DLC Mode stages.
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Title: DARIUSBURST Chronicle Saviours - ketsui
Genre: Action
Developer:
Pyramid, G.rev Ltd., Chara-Ani, CAVE Interactive CO.,LTD.
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 14 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8.1/10

Processor: Core 2 Duo E6400

Graphics: Shader Model 2.0 Compatible, GeForce 8600GT

Sound Card: DirectSound-compatible sound card

Additional Notes: Controller recommended, Monitor over 1280x720 px, refresh rate over 60Hz not supported.

English,Japanese,French,Italian,German,Russian
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Sweet game, reminds me of an old arcade game I used to play but it didn't have the auto shooting stuff this one does. Easy to
pickup and play for anyone but has a cool balance as you get further in it gets tougher and tougher but you end up getting a
different experience each time. Great value for the price!

I Recommend for arcade game fans and survival type lovers!. Classic artistic game about a massive sinuius old creature beneath
the waves appreciating Humanity or something...... Pitiable trash crashes on attempts to load, with or without patch. Computer
in use is 8GB RAM laptop capable of running DoTA2 at medium settings.

Do not buy.. you get her in noire's chapter :P. Revolt type Rc Racer game that pretty much nails the fun of which it is aiming to
emulate ... recommended for those with $5 bucks to spare. The physics are far superior on this game to Revolt , the physics are
its main selling point.. I do know Jacks. Maybe it meant the Jack of Clubs\/Spades\/Hearts\/Diamonds?. It's a really fun
platform we that makes you rage a bit but it's fun when you're queueing for other games and it takes a while to queue. 40K +
Waves + Team play.

Half rts \/ Half Action
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Great story, amazing music, good graphics, and great characters. My only complaint is that it is a bit short. 9\/10.. Great game
but very short and the constant waiting for my xpacs is getting annoying. Plus they have this loser named Pyro in the discord
chat that sucks too. But the game itself is fun, needs more upgrades for ships and such.. Very good, indy game that feels like a
3d take on old classics. I has very simple game mechanics but has a unique feel to it. Needless to say, I highly recommend it,
especially considering it will only get better with time since it's early access.

As a side note, as I was playing it my kids came over and insisted on playing, and now it's one of their favorite games. It's
probably a little violent for them but since there isn't any blood I don't think there's much harm in it.. Game is a fun party game
sadly it doesn't have a single player or online multiplayer (yet they are looking to implement it if possible) i do recomend it if
you have someone to play. ( \u0361\u2609 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u2609)
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